Patients as Agents in Behavioral Health Research and Service Provision: Recommendations to Support the Learning Health System
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Abstract

Authentic inclusion and engagement of behavioral health patients in their care delivery and in the process of scientific discovery are often challenged in the health care system. Consequently, there is a growing need to engage with and better serve the needs of behavioral health patients, particularly by leveraging health information technologies. In this work, we present rationale and strategies for improving patient engagement in this population in research and clinical care. First, we describe the potential for creating meaningful patient-investigator partnerships in behavioral health research to allow for cocreation of knowledge with patients. Second, in the context of behavioral health services, we explore the utility of sharing clinical notes to promote patients’ agency in care delivery. Both lines of inquiry are centered in a Learning Health System model for behavioral health, where patients are agents in enhancing the therapeutic alliance and advancing the process of knowledge generation. Recommendations include genuinely democratizing the health care system and biomedical research enterprise through patient-centered information technologies such as patient portals. In research and technology development, we recommend seeking and tailoring behavioral health patients’ involvement to their abilities, promoting patient input in data analysis plans, evaluating research and informatics initiatives for patients and clinicians, and sharing success and research findings with patients. In clinical practice, we recommend encouraging patients to read behavioral health notes on portals, engaging in proactive communication regarding note content, assessing outcomes including stress and anxiety in response to note content, and working with technology providers to support note-sharing governance and deployment.
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Introduction

Nearly one in five U.S. adults lives with a behavioral health condition.1,2 During the past decade, there has been a growing awareness of the need to better utilize health information technologies to address the needs of this population, including broader access to care, improved outcomes, and effective research partnerships. Patients with behavioral health
diagnoses are more likely to have experienced marginalization in the care delivery process. Similarly, they are often excluded from the process of driving scientific discovery to treat the very disorders they experience. At the same time, clinical professionals have recognized the value of using informatics tools and processes to rapidly improve care processes and, thereby, patient outcomes, through use of the Learning Health System model. A Learning Health System is defined as one in which “science, informatics, incentives, and culture are aligned for continuous improvement and innovation, with best practices seamlessly embedded in the care process, patients and families active participants in all elements, and new knowledge captured as an integral by-product of the care experience.”

Through a focus on person-centered care, inclusiveness, adaptability, and cooperative and participatory leadership, this model can not only support but also facilitate a more proactive role for patients and their caregivers in research and clinical practice. Clinicians and institutional researchers have an important role in advancing practice that is more patient-focused and research that is better aligned with patient needs and system goals, and that leverages clinical informatics to achieve these objectives.

The Learning Health System model frames the process of driving scientific discovery and knowledge creation as an organic outgrowth of patient care. In mental health, patient/client input, views, values, and engagement are essential to both provision of high-quality clinical care and successful formulation of appropriate and relevant research questions. It seems likely that the coproduction of patient notes, possibly with the physician-researcher assigning defined activities to the patient or caregiver (e.g., charting and tracking anxiety level via a mobile device to encourage proactive symptom identification) will facilitate a more nuanced picture of patient engagement in a Learning Health System. In addition, the availability of notes through patient portals enhances the value of informatics-based technologies to patients, and may encourage them to interact with such technologies more effectively.

In this article, we address two specific ways in which Learning Health Systems can utilize technology to improve patient engagement in this population to improve clinical outcomes and advance consumer and clinical informatics. Specifically, we describe patients as research partners and explore sharing clinical notes to promote patients as agents within a person-centered care model. These examples illustrate how approaches grounded in informatics support both research and patient care objectives.

**Patients as Research Partners**

Historically, inclusion of patients as partners has been perceived as a threat to the authenticity and validity of research, and the involvement of individual patients as representative of populations as suspect. Research involves several stages, including project design and development, execution, data analysis and interpretation, results dissemination, and practice change, and individual patients may be better suited to some aspects than others. However, some researchers remain unconvinced that patient involvement can make a positive difference.

Underserved patients can be difficult to recruit as research partners, or even as research participants. This challenge is substantially exacerbated in behavioral health research because of distrust in research and stigma around these illnesses. On the other hand, in patient-centered outcomes research (PCOR) initiatives, tokenistic involvement of patients is frequently perceived as a potential negative aspect. Patient partners themselves have expressed the concern that too much patient influence can negatively affect research quality and study generalizability and lead to a discounting of researchers’ perspective. Additionally, patients who have the time and interest in collaborating with researchers may not represent the larger patient population.

Researchers, health care professionals, and patients have varying ideas about the meaning of patient participation in a behavioral health context. Researchers cite multiple reasons to engage patients as research partners, such as improving capacity for PCOR among both researchers and patients and developing better patient governance in research involving patients. Patients are particularly well positioned to assist with research proposal development because they can identify topics that are meaningful and relevant to patients and their caregivers. To date, patient–researcher collaboration around identification of research questions has been scant; of more than 250 publications addressing research priority identification, patients and researchers worked together to identify questions in just 9 works. However, patient involvement in most or all phases of research is not a universal practice. A survey of Canadian PCOR researchers reported less involvement of patient partners in data collection and analysis and dissemination of results. In implementation research, investigators view patient involvement in research positively, though there is less support for patient involvement in advising on intervention sustainability poststudy. This suggests that although researchers are open to engaging patients in some activities they are not necessarily on board with implementing patients’ ideas about practice change.

Patients have taken partner roles as users of behavioral health services, but collaboration in behavioral health research has been more limited to date. This is partly due to the challenge of recognizing the difference between patients as research participants and as research partners. Activities that involve engagement with patients, such as clinical trials, may create two-way communication that researchers mistake for partnering. For example, patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) use has become common in clinical trials, including trials that investigate mental health interventions. The use of PROMs can create a feedback mechanism that researchers interpret as collaborative communication rather than symptom reporting. The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs has developed, tested, and evaluated 15 mobile health apps intended to address the needs and goals of veterans who have posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), including 7 apps designed for use with clinician-based treatment modalities. In these examples, patient viewpoints are commissioned, but they are not considered truly co–collaborators, which limits the effectiveness of their participation.
Recruiting and retaining patient partners who are representative of a particular patient population and overcoming the stigma attached to some conditions make partnering with patients in research more difficult. In general, recruiting and retaining enrollees in research addressing mental health concerns may be more difficult than for research related to other medical conditions, and this aspect of research merits particular consideration. Patients often have many roles and responsibilities to juggle in their daily lives and may be limited in the time they can devote to research partnerships, despite having a strong interest in doing so. Online tools that allow behavioral health patients to provide feedback about services and issues of interest exist, but this approach does not support one-to-one patient-partner engagement in research. True collaboration with patients may require researchers to cede some control over the work, which researchers may find uncomfortable or problematic in some circumstances.

The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute expects investigators to include patients in research from the initial planning through the dissemination of findings as a requirement for funding of research proposals. In practice, patients have assumed a broad range of roles including idea generation, study design, participant recruitment, data collection, data analysis, results dissemination, and manuscript preparation. Patients have also taken an active role in designing large multicenter clinical trials. In-person multistakeholder groups have emerged as an effective way to involve patients in prioritizing research topics and developing a research agenda. As with any other relationships involving patients, building trust and relationships are critical to success. Patient-partners in research value developing relationships with researchers that go beyond the typical patient–clinician relationship and involve greater collegiality. Partnering with patients is a long-term process in which value accrues over time as those involved gain experience working together and build trust.

Much of what has been said of patients can be extended to family, caregivers, guardians, and even to advocates in certain circumstances. As in the case of pediatric research or in progressive degenerative conditions, family representatives or caregivers may share the role of research partner as the insights and needs of the immediate family or caregiver(s) are also of important value.

**Novel Patient-Researcher Partnerships in Technology-Enabled Behavioral Health Research**

Behavioral health researchers have sought to define the nature of user involvement in behavioral health services for some time. One such collaboration is underway at 25 emergency departments (EDs) in Ontario, Canada. In this cluster randomized controlled trial, researchers are designing an intervention to prevent suicide among men through collaboration with individuals who were treated in EDs after episodes of self-harm. Patients were randomized by ED to receive either 7 sessions of in-person psychotherapy over 6 months with 12 months’ use of a smartphone app designed for men who self-harm (10 hospitals) or the standard treatment (15 hospitals). The proportion of repeat visits to the ED for episodes of self-harm and/or suicide in the year following the opening of the study is the primary outcomes of the study. The researchers are also building a self-sustaining committee of people with lived experience who have interest in suicide prevention research and have agreed to act as coinvestigators.

People who have considered the use of mobile health (mHealth) apps for management of mental health conditions report both acceptance and rejection of specific features commonly included in apps, suggesting that patient involvement in design, user experience testing, and evaluation can improve the utility of patient-facing technologies. Such involvement also helps to ensure that apps function appropriately and effectively with existing informatics tools such as electronic health records (EHRs) and computerized physician order entry. The Veterans Affairs (VA) incorporates human-centered design principles into the technologies it develops and includes patients and caregivers among those evaluating these tools to optimize tool usability and, thereby, promote use by patients and clinicians. The American Psychiatric Association similarly facilitates user feedback from people with mental illness via its App Advisor Expert Panel.

In another ongoing initiative, researchers are involving patients and their family members in the design and execution of a mixed methods study that will evaluate the value of behavioral health patient portals. Using portal usage data, a literature review, patient/family focus groups, a daylong symposium, and outcomes data, researchers and their patient counterparts are cocreating a resource describing best practices for patient–researcher partnerships applicable to technology-based research initiatives in a broad range of clinical areas. Such collaborations will improve the potential for developing patient- and clinician-friendly tools that support Learning Health System goals to align research and clinical care in an informatics-based ecosystem to drive a cycle of continuous advancement.

**Sharing of Clinical Notes to Support Patients as Agents**

As such, the role of patient engagement is just as crucial in practice and care-related activities. Just as in research, clinician regard of patients as true partners has failed to occur in some environments despite policies intended to support such collaboration. In clinical practice, it is clear that the development of a therapeutic alliance is associated with improved behavioral health care outcomes. Additionally, the shift toward a more person-centered care model, including an asset-based, collaborative process and shared decision-making, are thought to improve engagement. In turn, this increased engagement stimulates continuous improvement and innovation as part of the Learning Health System. Therefore, such models are being adopted as a clinical paradigm shift in several behavioral health settings.

Given this data, it can be postulated that increasing transparency by facilitating patients’ access to their EHRs, particularly the clinical notes, would not only engender trust and strengthen the therapeutic alliance, but also encourage adoption of this person-centered care model, fostering patient engagement.
engagement and adherence to a mutually agreed-upon plan of care. One example in which emerging technologies were leveraged to address this goal was the OpenNotes Project, a 2010 multicenter trial involving more than 100 primary care providers at three sites, allowing patients access to their EHR notes via the patient portal. More than 80% of patients accessed at least one note, with most reporting that doing so helped them feel more in control of their care. Moreover, the authors reported an increase in medication adherence across all sites with the introduction of the novel framework.

Although clinicians expressed concern that patients would find the notes confusing, worrisome, or offensive, few patients reported these concerns. Additionally, providing ready access to the notes via the portal rarely seemed to require more time for questions during the visit or lengthen the time spent documenting the visit, though many clinicians reported changing the way their notes addressed sensitive behavioral health issues such as substance abuse, as well as cancer and obesity. At the end of the study period, almost all patients expressed a desire to continue having access to their notes. None of the pilot clinicians opted out, and a majority reported changing the way their notes addressed sensitive behavioral health issues such as substance abuse, as well as cancer and obesity. At the end of the study period, almost all patients expressed a desire to continue having access to their notes. None of the pilot clinicians opted out, and a majority indicated that opening their notes strengthened their relationships with some of their patients, noting improved trust, better communication, and shared decision making.

In a follow-up survey 7 years later, patients who read their notes continued to report that doing so was very important to feeling in control of their care, remembering their plan of care, preparing for and making the most out of their visit, taking an active role in their care, and taking care of their health in general. These benefits were more prevalent in patients who were less educated, older, non-white, and who usually did not speak English at home. Patients were more likely to read their notes if their clinicians encouraged them to do so, and few reported that the documentation sparked confusion or worry. Despite of these overall positive results, many institutions adopting the OpenNotes framework initially excluded behavioral health documentation due to concerns that access to such material would impede the therapeutic alliance and cause unnecessary anxiety or distress.

Clinicians’ Perspectives on OpenNotes
In 2013, behavioral health notes were first made available to veterans through the Blue Button function in My HealtheVet, the VA’s online patient portal. A survey of clinicians’ attitudes around this development noted shifting power within the patient–clinician relationship toward more person-centered care. However, some clinicians expressed concerns about certain patients “dictating” what could or could not be written in the record. Many clinicians expressed concerns around the therapeutic process, including the efforts and nuances that go into rapport and trust-building. As clinicians may document aspects of the therapeutic process that often are not communicated to the patient, some clinicians worried that patients could negatively misinterpret these notations, which could adversely affect the therapeutic bond. However, some clinicians saw OpenNotes as an opportunity to enhance communication and therefore feelings of trust and transparency, which could positively impact the therapeutic relationship, even if there were disagreements regarding specific material. Finally, clinicians expressed a desire for system-level guidance on documentation practices to reduce the potential for adverse outcomes and legal consequences for both themselves and their patients. Specifically, they articulated ambivalence around the desire to document in a clinically accurate way while protecting patients from potential harm, and concern about the medicolegal risk in adjusting their practice accordingly.

Patients’ Perspectives on OpenNotes
Interviews with VA behavioral health patients who had accessed their OpenNotes demonstrated that a diagnosis of PTSD, communication with their mental health clinician about the ability to view notes, and being more confident in the uses of Blue Button were independently associated with reading notes. Those patients who did so felt that reading their notes improved their health knowledge and self-efficacy, fostered the relationship with their clinician(s), and was of high value. Patients also reported a belief that this relationship and mutual trust was critical to the therapeutic process. They felt this trust was strengthened by the perceived level of transparency and respect in clinicians’ notes, but strained when transparency was low or when incongruences were noted in the absence of direct discussion. Additionally, although the proportion of behavioral health patients that reported being “upset” by their notes was similar to primary care, about a third of patients reported stress or worry. Those with PTSD had higher incidences of these types of negative emotional responses to OpenNotes, but also reported stronger positive alliances with their clinicians after reading their notes. Notably, a diagnosis of a psychotic, bipolar, or a personality disorder demonstrated no significant association with a negative emotional response to OpenNotes.

In March 2014, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, United States, also began sharing behavioral health notes with 360 patients, publishing the organization’s belief that doing so could benefit those with a spectrum of disorders as well as meaningfully influence the way clinicians frame their own thinking about their patients. Since then, almost 60 organizations throughout the United States and Canada have started sharing behavioral health notes with patients. Region Skåne in southern Sweden also began sharing its adult psychiatry notes in 2015, though still excluding information that could pose a risk to the patient or family through use of a special template, and delaying access to inpatient psychiatric notes for 4 weeks after discharge. Postimplementation surveys of clinicians demonstrated few adverse effects, with some clinicians believing their patients felt more in control of their health, that access to these notes improved patient trust, and a few even actively using the tool therapeutically.

Recommendations for Research and Practice
Based on the evidence to date and in support of both a person-centered care model and continuous advancement through the Learning Health System, we recommend the
following approaches for including patients in behavioral health research:

- Seek opportunities to engage patients, families, and caregivers in research question identification, study development, research implementation, and informatics initiatives such as development of mobile apps, patient portals, and patient-centered clinical decision support tools. Patients and advocates may be able to explain more clearly and with greater conviction what outcomes should really matter, may note unconscious biases in research design, may offer effective ideas on recruitment, and may contribute other perspectives that promote the field. Existing approaches of patient and public involvement in health care offer narrow and/or limited opportunities for patients, and their particular expertise is well-suited for improving patient-centered research. People living with mental health conditions have successfully completed multiphase research priority setting initiatives, and engagement from the earliest stages facilitates design of a research agenda that complements clinical efforts.
- Embrace research retention practices that facilitate longer-term studies, which can provide outcomes that are more demonstrative of what patients may experience in the real world. Retention is particularly challenging in behavioral health research, and patients can offer useful perspective on study design and implementation to support long-term retention.
- Tailor patients’ involvement to their abilities so patient engagement is possible. A patient with mild dementia may not be able to read and absorb a long document or follow a conference call discussion, but may be able to participate in a focus group or provide valuable input about specific questions.
- Involve patients in data analysis, and listen to their ideas with an open mind. Career researchers bring a particular mindset to data analysis, even when such data takes qualitative forms. Patient involvement in analyzing qualitative data collected in a mental health research project resulted in an expanded interpretation of the referral process, more nuanced recommendations related to positive risk taking and punitive discharge in behavioral health care, and a novel observation about the effect of clinical support on decision-making related to medications.
- Evaluate the success of research initiatives and the impact of increased engagement on health outcomes for both patient partners and clinical beneficiaries of these advances. Then, use this information to improve the design and implementation of future initiatives. Research methods in use to date are highly varied and nonstandardized, which may delay their widespread adoption by researchers and Learning Health Systems and the integration of research results into clinical workflows.
- Share the findings of research with patients, families, and caregivers who were involved in the initiatives. Seeing the results of their efforts reinforces their role as contributing members of the research team and the value of their perspective to the outcome.

We additionally recommend opening behavioral health notes to patients in accordance with the following guidelines to promote better outcomes and increased clinical engagement in support of the Learning Health System:

- Encourage patients to read their notes; this will both remind them of the note availability on the portal and affirm clinician endorsement of the process. Increasing the rate of patient note viewing can be a challenge, but it appears that clinician discussion of note availability can positively impact this.
- Engage in proactive communication with patients regarding note content to improve transparency and trust and promote the therapeutic alliance, known to improve patient outcomes.
- Pay close attention to potential reactions of stress or anxiety in response to note content, particularly in patients with PTSD.
- Where appropriate, use note content as a means of psychoeducation, explaining technical verbiage or content in lay terms.
- Avoid labels that may be perceived as judgmental and instead use language that highlights the patient’s individuality and strengths. Including unique details from each session may help patients to feel heard and understood, and documenting progress may feel motivating.
- Pay attention to details. Patients may view spelling errors, incongruences (including a slight mismatch between Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine and International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision codes, which may need to be explained), and use of copy-forward functionality as a lack of professionalism that may impede the therapeutic relationship. Additionally, although clinicians may opt for less detailed documentation to minimize the risk for misinterpretation and to preserve patient privacy from others who may gain access to the chart, patients surveyed expressed a preference for more thorough notes.
- When there is institutional concern that note content may adversely affect patient condition or concern for medicolegal risk, consider utilizing either an “opt-out” or an “opt-in” approach for clinicians sharing behavioral health notes. An “opt-out” approach will likely result in higher participation, but a more conservative “opt-in” approach may be preferable if staff have significant reservations. This allows clinicians control over the sharing of documentation, while fostering a cultural paradigm shift. We encourage utilizing this strategy as an adoption grace period toward default note sharing, rather than as a permanent solution.
- Urge EHR vendors to design additional technology to support specific note-sharing use cases, such as delayed release of notes after an inpatient behavioral health admission or if a patient screens positive for suicidality.
• Encourage behavioral health and informatics professional societies to release guidelines to support clinicians in appropriate and defensible documentation practices in a more transparent environment.

**Conclusion**

In behavioral health, patients’ views, values, and engagement are essential for providing high-quality clinical care. In addition, collaboration with patients can serve to advance all aspects of research and quality improvement, including formulation of appropriate and relevant study questions to design, execution, and dissemination of research and related health informatics initiatives. In this article, we have given discrete examples of ways the health care ecosystem can better adopt frameworks and methodologies to partner with patients as key stakeholders and support patients as agents within a person-centered care model. This would serve to drive advancement of the field and enhancement of the therapeutic alliance to improve clinical outcomes. In doing so, this framework supports the continuous and seamless process of care, discovery, and innovation embodied by the Learning Health System. We recommend continued attention to opportunities for behavioral health patient engagement and partnership as well as guidelines from health professional societies to support these activities.

**Clinical Relevance Statement**

This work reviews the current state of patient engagement in behavioral health practice and research. It provides recommendations for engaging with patients in ways that support improved health outcomes and more meaningful and successful involvement in clinical research.

**Multiple Choice Questions**

1. Inclusion of patients as partners in behavioral health research has been minimal for all except the following:
   a. Patient investigators are perceived as making research less authentic and valid.
   b. Patients are unwilling to coproduce knowledge with researchers.
   c. Individual patients are thought to be unable to represent patient populations.
   d. Patients willing to act as research partners are hard to find.

   **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option b. Not all patients have the time and/or interest to coproduce evidence through research with investigators, but patients act as research coinvestigators in many circumstances (e.g., in Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute-funded projects).

2. Clinical notes-sharing (e.g., the OpenNotes initiative) benefits patients through all of the following except:
   a. Sharing clinical notes engenders trust on the part of patients.
   b. Sharing clinical notes supports a patient-centered care model.
   c. Availability of clinical notes makes it possible to see patients less frequently.
   d. Sharing clinical notes helps patients better understand their condition and improve their self-efficacy.

   **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option c. Patients may perceive decreased need to visit clinicians as a result of being able to view their notes, but simply being access to read clinical notes will not reduce the quantity of care patients need.
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